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a b s t r a c t 

The exchange of surface and subsurface waters plays an important role in understanding and predicting large scale 

transport processes in streams and rivers. Accurately capturing the influence of small-scale features associated 

with turbulent dispersion on exchange in an upscaled framework is necessary for developing reliable predictive 

models at the reach scale. In this work, we use high-fidelity direct numerical simulations (DNS) to fully resolve 

turbulent flow and hyporheic exchange in an open channel. We parameterize a 2D particle tracking model with 

the average DNS velocity and scalar diffusivity profiles. Breakthrough curves and rate of surface mass loss to the 

subsurface in both models agree after a sufficient distance downstream from particle injection. Finally we find 

that the travel time/distance joint pdf contains enough information to parameterize a 1D dual domain coupled 

Continuous Time Random Walk (ddc-CTRW) model that successfully reproduces the behavior of both the DNS and 

the 2D particle tracking model, allowing accurate prediction of breakthrough curves. Predicting breakthrough 

curves with a fully parameterized ddc-CTRW reduces cpu time by orders of magnitude when compared with DNS. 
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. Introduction 

Streams and rivers play a fundamental role in transporting minerals,

utrients, and other solutes across local to continental scales, thereby

ntegrating the biological, chemical, and geologic processes of water-

heds ( Battin et al., 2009; Boano et al., 2014; Gooseff, 2010 ). Modeling

ransport of these materials in river systems is especially challenging

ecause the physical processes controlling macro-scale transport range

rom the sediment to the stream reach scale and resolving all of these

cales is far too costly. Of particular significance is the interaction of

ast moving surface waters with underlying slow hyporheic flow, which

elays downstream transport and enhances biological processing of nu-

rients ( Boano et al., 2014; Wörman et al., 2002 ). This exchange of water

cross the sediment-water interface (SWI) into and out of the hyporheic

one (the subsurface region penetrated by surface waters) must be cap-

ured in upscaled modeling frameworks if we hope to advance predictive

ransport models at the stream reach scale and above. 

Classical open-channel flow theory assumes an impermeable bound-

ry at the SWI, allowing one to treat transport in rivers as a Fickian

rocess described with an advection-dispersion equation (ADE), as first

erived by G.I. Taylor in ( Taylor, 1954 ). However, decades of exper-

mental observations in rivers and streams show that this assumption

s consistently violated ( Aubeneau et al., 2014; González-Pinzón et al.,

013; Haggerty et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 1996 ). In reality, solutes in
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he water column and hyporehic zone are mixed by molecular diffusion

nd mechanical/turbulent dispersion ( Voermans et al., 2018 ). Due to

uch exchange, solute is retained in the slower-moving pore waters for

ong time-scales, leading to large-scale anomalous transport, which is

ransport that cannot be described with a traditional one-dimensional

ickian ADE model ( Aubeneau et al., 2014; Benson et al., 2001; Hag-

erty et al., 2001 ). In field-scale conservative tracer experiments, ob-

erved breakthrough curves (BTCs), which measure the temporal evo-

ution of in-stream solute concentration, display anomalous transport

s persistent power law tailing behavior, resulting in an elevated con-

entration at late times relative to an ADE prediction ( Haggerty et al.,

002 ). Additionally, measured BTCs can exhibit an apparent mass loss

o the subsurface ( Wlostowski et al., 2016 ), suggesting solute remains

n the sediment bed for timescales that far exceed those in the surface

hannel. 

Among other state-of-the-art modeling approaches, Continuous Time

andom Walks (CTRW), have been shown to sufficiently describe

nomalous transport in a broad range of hydrologic systems ( Berkowitz

t al., 2006; Berkowitz and Scher, 2009; Cortis and Birkholzer, 2008 ).

n a CTRW framework, a solute plume is conceptualized as an infinite

umber of particles that jump through time and space with spatial and

emporal increments l and 𝜏, respectively, sampled from a distribution

( l, 𝜏). Particle travel times and distances are often assumed to be de-

oupled and successive jumps uncorrelated ( Berkowitz et al., 2006 ). In
uary 2019 
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ystems that demonstrate strong velocity correlations, the uncorrelated

ssumption can be relaxed, and an additional correlation parameter can

e included to capture persistent behavior ( Bolster et al., 2014; Borgne

t al., 2008; Kang et al., 2014; Sherman et al., 2017 ). The CTRW frame-

ork was first applied to river systems in Boano et al. (2007) , where they

nvestigated the effects of residence time distribution in the hyporheic

one on BTCs. As applied in their framework, particle travel times and

istances are assumed independent (i.e. uncoupled), Ψ( 𝑙, 𝑡 ) = 𝜆( 𝑙) 𝜓( 𝑡 ) ,
here 𝜆( l ) is a jump-length distribution and 𝜓( t ) is a wait-time distribu-

ion. Particles only move when in the water column, meaning subsur-

ace longitudinal travel distances are assumed to be insignificant rel-

tive to travel distances in the stream. The model has been used to

uccessfully describe both solute and fine particle transport in streams

rummond et al. (2014) ; Stonedahl et al. (2012) . However, the uncou-

led assumption may not reflect universal behaviors, as high streamwise

elocities in highly permeable beds can allow particles to travel signifi-

ant distances in the subsurface ( Roche et al., 2018 ). 

To overcome this possible limitation we propose a dual domain

oupled CTRW (ddc-CTRW) model that generalizes previously applied

TRW models by relaxing the independence requirement. In this frame-

ork, solute is conceptualized as a large number of particles, but now

article trajectories consist of alternating jumps between the surface

nd subsurface domains and are sampled from different joint probability

ensity functions for each domain. Two major benefits of such an ap-

roach are i) all particles travel at a realistic velocity because time and

istance are coupled, and ii) accounting for streamwise particle fluxes

n the hyporehic zone allows a particle’s first passage across a plane to

ccur while in the subsurface. This causes an apparent surface mass loss

hat is observed in breakthrough curve measurements and cannot occur

f the subsurface is considered as entirely immobile. 

We compare BTC predictions from our ddc-CTRW upscaled model

ith results obtained from a high-fidelity turbulence resolving direct nu-

erical simulation (DNS) ( González et al., 2017; Park et al., 2018 ). We

lso parameterize a two dimensional, Lagrangian particle-tracking, open

hannel flow model ( Aquino et al., 2015; Aubeneau et al., 2014; Li et al.,

017 ) from the spatio-temporally averaged DNS velocity and scalar dif-

usivity profiles, and track particle travel times and distances to create

oint probabilty density distributions for the surface and subsurface do-

ains. These pdfs act as inputs for our 1D ddc-CTRW framework, which

llows us to make predictions of DNS measurements at significantly re-

uced computational cost. With this work we aim to answer the follow-

ng questions: “Does an idealized, 2D particle tracking model faithfully

ortray transport in a fully turbulent system? ” and “What statistics from

he 2D model are required to accurately estimate DNS measurements

ith a 1D upscaled framework? ”

. Model frameworks 

We model solute transport in an idealized stream with a 3D DNS,

 2D particle tracking simulation (henceforth referred to as the “2D

odel ”), and the new 1D ddc-CTRW. Computational cost decreases

rom 3D to 1D, and so we investigate the statistics needed to prop-

rly reduce the full 3D flow simulation to a 1D downstream trans-

ort model. The stream reach is idealized as a straight, open chan-

el with an underlying sediment bed exerting a uniform drag on the

ow. The sediment bed has infinite depth, and subsurface flow ap-

roaches a Darcy velocity with increasing streambed depth (i.e. the

verage velocity when an applied pressure gradient balances sediment

esistance). Solute is conceptualized as an ensemble of infinitesimal,

assless particles that are simultaneously released from a point at

he SWI. 

.1. 3D: Direct numerical simulation 

To numerically model turbulent exchange between the surface and

ubsurface, we utilize DNS coupled with Lagrangian tracers in a system
58 
esigned to mimic free stream, wall-bounded turbulence above a porous

ubstrate. The DNS solves the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid mass and

omentum conservation, and in the free stream resolves all scales of

otion on the computational grid. The governing mass and momentum

quations are given by 

 ⋅ 𝐮 = 0 , (1)

𝜕𝐮 
𝜕𝑡 

+ 𝐮 ⋅ ∇ 𝐮 = − 

1 
𝜌
∇ 𝑝 + 𝜈∇ 

2 𝐮 + 𝐅 𝐬𝐞𝐝 , (2)

here F sed is a resistance force applied below 𝑧 = 0 to mimic sediment:

 𝐬𝐞𝐝 = 

{ 

0 𝑧 > 0 
− 

𝐶 𝐷 

𝐻 𝑓𝑠 
|𝐮 |𝐮 𝑧 < 0 . (3)

ence, the subsurface is considered as a continuum, similar to a Darcy

odel but with the drag coefficient representing flow resistance. Rather

han directly resolving flow on the scale of individual sediment grains

i.e. between spaces in the porous media), we treat the subsurface as

 continuous source of resistance for the flow, similarly to how vege-

ation canopies are represented in atmospheric boundary layer models

 Finnigan et al., 2009 ). In this way, coupling between the turbulent sur-

ace flow and the subsurface is done continuously. 

The incompressible flow solver uses a pseudospectral discretization

n the horizontal directions x and y , and second-order finite differencing

n the vertical. The code is well-established, routinely used for studying

urbulent flow, and has been validated and tested for grid convergence

 González et al., 2017; Richter and Sullivan, 2013; Sweet et al., 2018 ).

n the vertical direction, grid stretching is used near 𝑧 = 0 to resolve mo-

ions in the open channel near the SWI; i.e., the wall-normal grid spacing

z is smaller near the SWI than in the upper free stream since vertical

radients are larger there. A computational mesh of size [128, 128, 128]

s applied over domain lengths of [2 𝜋, 𝜋, 1.6] H fs , where H fs is the height

f the free stream portion of the domain. The computational domain

ver which the flow is being solved via DNS includes a free stream of

eight H fs and a portion of the subsurface of depth H sub ( Fig. 1 ). The

epth of the subsurface ( 𝐻 𝑠𝑢𝑏 ∕ 𝐻 𝑓𝑠 = 0 . 6 ) is sufficient to reach steady

arcy flow beneath the turbulent free stream in the flow calculation.

herefore 𝑧 = − 𝐻 𝑠𝑢𝑏 is merely a computational boundary for the flow

olver, and the flow is assumed to be steady and uniform beneath this

epth. At the top boundary, 𝑧 = 𝐻 𝑓𝑠 , a free-slip boundary condition is

pplied, and a fixed pressure gradient is used to drive flow in the x direc-

ion. The lateral boundaries are assumed periodic. At the bottom bound-

ry of the flow computational domain a free-slip boundary condition is

mposed, with steady Darcy flow assumed beneath the computational

omain. Time integration is performed using a third-order Runge-Kutta

RK3) scheme. What results is a three-dimensional, time-dependent, tur-

ulent velocity field that is fully resolved in the free stream and gradu-

lly transitions to steady Darcy flow deep in the subsurface – see Fig. 1 .

n the following analysis, velocities are nondimensionalized by the fric-

ion velocity 𝑢 ∗ = 

√
𝜏𝑤 ∕ 𝜌 (where 𝜏w is the total surface stress felt by the

ree-stream), lengths are nondimensionalized by H fs , and time is nondi-

ensionalized by 𝑡 ∗ = 𝐻 𝑓𝑠 ∕ 𝑢 ∗ . Note that free stream refers to flow above

he SWI. 

This Eulerian velocity field is used to transport random walk particles

hich each travel with the local fluid velocity and experience constant

ispersion via Brownian motion, 

 𝑝 ( 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 ) = 𝐱 𝑝 ( 𝑡 ) + 𝐮 ( 𝐱 𝑝 , 𝑡 )Δ𝑡 + 𝛏
√
2 𝐷 𝑚 Δ𝑡 , (4) 

here u ( x p , t ) is the Eulerian (turbulent) fluid velocity interpolated to

he particle location x p , 𝝃 is a normally distributed random variable

ith mean 0 and unit variance, Δ𝑡 = 8 × 10 −4 is the (nondimensional)

niform time step size, and 𝐷 𝑚 = 10 −3 is the nondimensional, uniform

ispersion coefficient. Note that D is not meant to represent turbulent
m 
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Fig. 1. Left: A schematic of the DNS domain with indications of the various boundary conditions. Dotted lines refer to the SWI. The code solves for the flow in 

the enclosed box, and Darcy flow is assumed beneath, where the particles experience an infinite bed. Right: An instantaneous snapshot of the DNS solution at 

𝑡 ∕ 𝑡 ∗ = 1 . 3 × 10 5 for the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 , 𝑅𝑒 𝐾 = 300 case. Color contours indicate streamwise velocity magnitude and isosurfaces reflect rotational motions via the swirling 

strength. Particles are represented as black dots along a representative plane. 
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t  
ispersion — turbulence is resolved explicitly in the 3D model. In the

urface flow, particle transport is dominated by turbulent motion and

he influence of D m 

is negligible, and thus our use of a uniform D m 

is

ffectively only active in the subsurface. Turbulence strength decreases

n the sediment bed and D m 

plays an important role in transporting par-

icles vertically through the subsurface. Eq. 4 is solved at the end of each

ull RK3 step of the DNS. At the top boundary, the Lagrangian particles

re reflected to impose a no-flux condition. At the bottom of the com-

utational domain, 𝑧 = − 𝐻 𝑠𝑢𝑏 , the particles are free to leave the domain

i.e. they experience an infinitely deep bed), and an advection velocity

f 𝐮 = 

[
𝑢 𝑠𝑢𝑏 , 0 , 0 

]
is imposed reflecting the steady Darcy flow deep in the

ubsurface. Here, u sub is the steady velocity found at the bottom of the

ulerian computational domain, which reflects the balance between the

mposed resistance and the pressure gradient found by solving Eqs. 1 and

 . The underlying bed is considered infinitely deep with a uniform Darcy

elocity for the purpose of advecting Lagrangian particles beneath the

ulerian domain. As noted above, the dispersion D m 

is meant to reflect a

onstant background dispersion (either molecular or mechanical), since

urbulent transport is explicitly resolved as unsteady advection of the

articles. Additional details on the combined Eulerian/Lagrangian com-

utational model can be found elsewhere ( Richter and Sullivan, 2013;

weet et al., 2018 ). 

As detailed below, two primary cases are considered with varying

ediment permeability: (1) 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 , which corresponds to a free stream

eynolds number of 2500 based on the maximum free stream veloc-

ty, the stream height H fs , and the fluid viscosity 𝜈, and (2) 𝐶 𝐷 = 100 ,
hich corresponds to a free stream Reynolds number of 3500. Simi-

arly we find the permeability Reynolds number based on the effective

ermeability of the bed k (calculated assuming Darcy flow deep in the

ed, i.e. 𝑢 𝑠𝑢𝑏 = − 𝑘 
𝑑𝑝 

𝑑𝑥 
) and the friction velocity u ∗ to be 𝑅𝑒 𝑘 ≡

√
𝑘 𝑢 ∗ ∕ 𝜈 =

00 , 165 for 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 , 100 cases. This ensures that exchange at the SWI

s dominated by turbulent motions, as opposed to mechanical disper-

ion ( Voermans et al., 2017 ). In each case, a total particle number of

 𝑝 = 10 5 is used and the simulations are advanced for 3 ×10 6 time steps.

tatistics are taken only after a stationary turbulent flow field is devel-

ped, and all particles are initialized at the same time and same location

 𝑝 ( 𝑡 = 0) = [ 0 , 𝛾, 0 ] , where 𝛾 is a uniformly distributed random number

panning the domain in the y direction. At each time step, surface parti-

le concentration at 𝑥 = 𝜒 is found by counting the number of particles

n the surface located in a window, [ 𝜒 − 𝑑𝐿, 𝜒 + 𝑑 𝐿 ] with 𝑑 𝐿 = 0 . 1 𝐻 𝑓𝑠 .

hese particle concentration histories at fixed observation location are

TCs. 
p  

59 
.2. 2D: Particle tracking model 

Using the turbulent velocity field that is fully resolved we obtain a

tatistically steady velocity field from which a mean velocity profile 𝑢 ( 𝑧 )
nd a scalar diffusivity profile 𝐾 ( 𝑧 ) can be obtained. The scalar diffusiv-

ty is calculated directly from the scalar flux and mean scalar gradient in

he DNS: 𝐾 ( 𝑧 ) = − 

𝑤 ′𝑐 ′

𝜕 𝑧 𝐶 
, where c ′ and 𝐶 are the fluctuating and average

calar concentrations and w ′ is the fluctuation of the z velocity compo-

ent in the DNS. Here, overbars refer to averaging in both the horizontal

irections ( x and y ) and in time and fluctuations from this average are

enoted with primes. These spatio-temporally averaged profiles are used

o parameterize a 2D particle tracking model. As with the DNS, solute

s conceptualized as a collection of point particles. Particle i at time t

ollows a trajectory given by the following Langevin equation ( Delay

t al., 2005; Kinzelbach, 1988; Noetinger et al., 2016 ): 

𝑥 𝑖 ( 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 ) = 𝑥 𝑖 ( 𝑡 ) + 𝑢 ( 𝑧 𝑖 )Δ𝑡 + 𝜉𝑖 

√
2 𝐷 𝑚 Δ𝑡 

𝑧 𝑖 ( 𝑡 + Δ𝑡 ) = 𝑧 𝑖 ( 𝑡 ) + 𝜕 𝑧 𝐾 ( 𝑧 𝑖 )Δ𝑡 + 𝜂𝑖 

√ 

2( 𝐷 𝑚 + 𝐾 ( 𝑧 𝑖 ))Δ𝑡 (5) 

Here x i and z i are the longitudinal and vertical positions, and 𝜉i and

i are independent and identically distributed random values sampled

rom a standard normal distribution. Note the term 𝜕 𝑧 𝐾 ( 𝑧 𝑖 )Δ𝑡 corrects

or vertical transport induced by spatial variations in diffusivity and pre-

ents mass-balance discrepancies that would otherwise arise from sharp

iffusivity contrasts (see ( Delay et al., 2005 ), equation 40 for more de-

ails). No-flux boundary conditions are enforced by elastic reflection at

he top boundary, i.e. when a particle crosses the top boundary with

osition ( 𝑥, 𝑧 + Δ𝑧 ) it is re-positioned into the computational domain at

 𝑥, 𝑧 − Δ𝑧 ) . At depths beyond the bottom of the DNS computational do-

ain (- H sub ), 𝐾 = 0 and 𝑢 ( 𝑧 ) = 𝑢 𝑠𝑢𝑏 , the DNS Darcy velocity. Consistent

ith the DNS, Δ𝑡 = 8 × 10 −4 and 𝐷 𝑚 = 10 −3 . At each model iteration,

e find the particle concentration at 𝑥 = 𝜒 by counting the number

f particles in the surface located in a window, [ 𝜒 − 𝑑𝐿, 𝜒 + 𝑑𝐿 ] with

𝐿 = 0 . 1 𝐻 𝑓𝑠 . Counting particles in a window is done to be consistent

ith how BTCs are calcualted in the DNS. 

.3. 1D ddc-CTRW 

In a CTRW framework, particle trajectories are sampled from a travel

ime/distance pdf Ψ( l, 𝜏); typically the CTRW is simplified by decou-

ling time and distance ( Berkowitz et al., 2006 ). The CTRW framework
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Fig. 2. The DNS spatio-temporally averaged 

velocity and scalar diffusivity profiles are 

given for two bed drag coefficients, 𝐶 𝐷 = 
10 (left) and 𝐶 𝐷 = 100 (right); units are di- 

mensionless. The dashed line indicates the 

sediment-water-interface. These profiles are 

input parameters for the 2D particle tracking 

transport model, which is used to calculate 

joint PDFs of particle excursions. 
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D 𝐷 𝐷  
as been particularly successful for predicting transport through geo-

ogic formations and other porous media. However, such an approach

ay be limited for the open channel and hyporheic exchange systems

nder consideration here because treating the entire surface-subsurface

ontinuum with a single distribution makes it impossible to distinguish

hether particles cross a control plane in the surface or subsurface as

o information related to a particle’s transverse position is predicted. To

vercome these challenges we introduce a ddc-CTRW. 

In the ddc-CTRW, we conceptualize a particle’s trajectory as a series

f jumps alternating between the subsurface and surface, i.e. after each

ump the particle exchanges between the surface and subsurface com-

artments with probability 1. This reflects the fact that a jump encom-

asses a particle’s entire trajectory between successive exchange events.

n each jump particles traverse a distance l in time 𝜏, which are coupled

nd probabilistically sampled from a joint pdf. Let 𝜓 w ( l, 𝜏) and 𝜓 s ( l,

) be the surface and subsurface time-distance joint pdfs, respectively.

hen 𝜓 D ( l, 𝜏) is the set including the joint pdfs for both the surface

nd subsurface 𝜓 𝐷 ( 𝑙, 𝜏) = { 𝜓 𝑤 ( 𝑙, 𝜏) , 𝜓 𝑠 ( 𝑙, 𝜏)} . 𝜓 D is the only input param-

ter required to run the ddc-CTRW. In this study we construct 𝜓 D by

racking the traverse time and distance of each particle between ex-

hange events in the particle tracking simulations. An exchange event

ccurs when a particle crosses the SWI. We refer to a particle’s entire

rajectory between exchange events as an excursion. The 2D and DNS

article tracking simulations described in the previous section allow for

eparate estimations of 𝜓 D , which enables us to observe the influence of

hort time-scale coherent turbulence structures on the joint pdfs. Find-

ng the joint pdfs using the 2D model offers a significant computational

dvantage when compared with the DNS. 

Again we discretize a solute plume into a large number of particles

 𝑁 𝑝 = 10 5 ). The trajectory of particle i on the 𝑛 + 1 model step follows a

angevin equation: 

𝑥 𝑛 +1 
𝑖 

= 𝑥 𝑛 
𝑖 
+ 𝑙 𝑛 +1 

𝐷 
(6)

 

𝑛 +1 
𝑖 

= 𝑡 𝑛 
𝑖 
+ 𝜏𝑛 +1 

𝐷 
(7)
60 
We denote 𝑥 𝑛 
𝑖 
, 𝑡 𝑛 

𝑖 
as a particle’s position and its cumulative travel

ime at the n th model step. During each model step, a particle travels

 distance l in time 𝜏, randomly sampled from a corresponding joint

df. The distribution that is sampled alternates between 𝜓 w and 𝜓 s to

epresent hyporheic exchange, e.g. the 𝑛 + 1 model step must sample

rom 𝜓 w if model step n sampled from 𝜓 s and vice versa. 

Consistent with the DNS, particles at 𝑡 = 0 are released at the SWI

 = 0 . For simplicity, we assume that diffusion and dispersion transport

n equal number of particles to the surface and subsurface during the

rst model step, i.e. there is a 50-50 split of particles in each surface-

ubsurface compartment. However, the ddc-CTRW first step assumption

an easily be relaxed to fit any initial condition. DNS simulations show

hat the 50-50 assumption is not correct because the resistance of the

ubsurface bed preferentially directs particles to the surface at the first

tep ( ∼60% of particles enter the surface for both drag coefficients) be-

ause 𝜕 𝑧 𝐾 ( 𝑧 𝑖 ) is positive at the SWI. However we also tested an initial

ondition that matches the DNS surface-subsurface mass distribution at

he first model step, and found that this initial condition only affected

he surface-subsurface mass distribution at early times and not down-

tream transport, i.e. BTCs. 

At each model step, we store a particle’s position, total travel time,

nd the traverse time and distance of its previous excursion. This frame-

ork enables prediction of BTCs at downstream position 𝜒 . Let f be the

rst model step such that particle i ’s cumulative travel time exceeds a

ime t . Then, using linear interpolation, the particle’s position at time

 is 𝑥 
𝑓 

𝑖 
− ( 𝑡 𝑓 

𝑖 
− 𝑡 ) 𝑙 

𝑓 

𝑖 

𝜏
𝑓 

𝑖 

. A BTC at position 𝜒 is constructed by counting the

umber of particles in window [ 𝜒 − 𝑑𝐿, 𝜒 + 𝑑𝐿 ] at each time t . 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Effects of drag coefficients on mean profiles 

Two different sediment bed drag coefficients are considered in the

NS framework, 𝐶 = 10 and 𝐶 = 100 , resulting in the ratio of mean
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Fig. 3. Velocity fluctuation time autocorrelations measured at the SWI for both 

streamwise and vertical directions: Λ𝑢 ( 𝑟 ) = 𝑢 ′( 𝑡 ) 𝑢 ′( 𝑡 + 𝑟 ) ∕ 𝑢 ′2 ( 𝑧 = 0) and Λ𝑤 ( 𝑟 ) = 
𝑤 

′( 𝑡 ) 𝑤 

′( 𝑡 + 𝑟 ) ∕ 𝑤 

′2 ( 𝑧 = 0) , where r denotes the dimensionless time delay. 
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Fig. 4. A comparison of surface and subsurface joint pdfs for the 2D particle 

tracking model with measurements from DNS. Time and streamwise distances 

are given in dimensionless units. The colorbar shows log of probability. (For in- 

terpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article.) 
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hannel to mean subsurface velocity being approximately 20 and 90

espectively. These ratios are consistent with BTCs measured from

ulse experiments in streams with cobble and pea gravel substrates

 Aubeneau et al., 2016 ), where the surface to subsurface velocity ra-

io (approximately equal to the ratio of latest arrival time to arrival of

eak concentration) ranged from 𝑂(10) − 𝑂(100) . The effective perme-

bility of the subsurface in the low drag case is 3.2 times greater than the

igh drag case. The lower permeability bed of the 𝐶 𝐷 = 100 case more

apidly removes turbulent momentum from the flow, thereby causing

 more rapid decay of mean streamwise velocity and scalar diffusivity

ith increasing depth in the streambed ( Fig. 2 ). The non-Darcy veloc-

ty portion of the bed experiences increased turbulence in the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10
ase, demonstrated by a permeability Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒 𝑘 = 300 vs.

𝑒 𝑘 = 165 for the high drag case. Note that bed turbulence is signifi-

antly weaker than in the free stream, where the Reynolds numbers are

pproximately an order of magnitude larger. 

The DNS snapshot ( Fig. 1 ) illustrates the presence of coherent struc-

ures near the bed, as given by local rotation of the fluid motion. These

tructures enable rapid transport across the SWI, and in the mean sense

re responsible for the turbulent flux of scalar 𝑤 

′𝑐 ′. Naturally, the struc-

ures are only temporary as the turbulent flow is constantly evolving.

uch coherent, 3D motions are inherently absent in the 2D model as

he scalar diffusivity parameter represents the time average of turbulent

uctuations in scalar concentration. As such, the 2D (and therefore 1D)

odel is unable to accurately represent scalar transport at timescales

horter than the characteristic lifetime of these structures. The timescale

n which coherent turbulent structures dictate particle motions is esti-

ated by calculating the autocorrelation of velocity fluctuations at the

WI ( Fig. 3 ). Velocity fluctuations become uncorrelated at roughly 0.7

nd 0.35 nondimensional times for the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 , 100 cases. Hence for

 stream with a depth of O (10 cm) and u ∗ of O (1 cm/s) as observed

n Packman and MacKay (2003) , the lifetime of a turbulent structure is

nly of order 1-10s. Structures in the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 case have longer lifetimes

ear the SWI due to the smaller bed resistance. The 2D model is only

alid when averaged over many coherent motions, at which time the

otion becomes decorrelated. 

.2. DNS Vs 2D particle tracking model 

.2.1. Joint PDFs: Particle trajectory comparison 

We observe the influence of coherent turbulent structures on parti-

le excursions by comparing the travel time/distance joint pdfs from the
61 
NS and 2D model. These are computed in both models by calculating

he time and streamwise distance traveled by each particle during each

urface or subsurface excursion. The general shape of both the surface

nd subsurface 2D joint pdfs match well with the DNS pdfs for each

rag case ( Fig. 4 ). Differences between models are most pronounced

or particle excursions less than the time scale of velocity decorrelation,

een as a widening of the distribution in distance for a corresponding

ravel time in the DNS. As excursion travel time increases, trajectories

symptotically approach a corresponding distance governed by an ef-

ective velocity. This is clearly evident in all subsurface PDFs, where

articles can remain in the turbulence-free portion of the subsurface for

ong times and motion is dominated by the mean Darcy velocity. In the

urface flow, the range of travel distances at large times ( t > 1) is greater

han in the subsurface because both channel turbulence and the aver-

ge velocity is substantially stronger in the surface, – e.g. at 𝑡 = 1 in the

 = 10 case, travel distances range from 1.4 to 7.7 in the surface while
𝐷 
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Fig. 5. The percent of particles in surface and subsurface at each time step in the 2D particle tracking model and DNS for two drag cases. 
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n  
ubsurface distances range from only 0.08 to 1. Coherent turbulent dis-

ersive effects begin to average to a mean dispersion as distance from

he particle source increases and so particle transport begins to resem-

le transport governed by the mean velocity field and mean turbulent

ispersion profile. 

In both domains of the DNS and 2D model, turbulent coherent struc-

ures have a greater relative impact on particle excursions at early times

ecause particles do not have ample time to sample the flow field. These

oherent structures present in the DNS, but not in the 2D model due to

veraging, cause a wider distribution in travel distance for all timescales

n the DNS. This is especially noticeable in the surface where turbulence

s stronger. Despite neglecting these structures, the 2D model and DNS

xcursion distributions share a similar shape, meaning the ddc-CTRW

an be accurately parameterized with the 2D model. 

.2.2. Hyporheic exchange comparison 

We observe hyporheic exchange by measuring the percent of parti-

les in both the surface and subsurface domain over time for the DNS

nd 2D model ( Fig. 5 ). The 2D model does not agree with the DNS at

hort times ( t < 1) because short-time transport is controlled by turbu-

ent coherent structures in the DNS. Particles carried by these structures

re correlated until approximately one non-dimensional time scale t ∼ t ∗ ,

nd these correlations violate the underlying description of particle mo-

ion in the 2D model ( Eq. 5 ). The decreased (increased) percent subsur-

ace mass at early times is attributed to local turbulent coherent struc-

ures sweeping particles out of (into) the subsurface for the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10
 𝐶 𝐷 = 100 ) case. The location and timing of specific sweeping events

aries by DNS realization, so early behavior in percent surface mass

 Fig. 5 ) is highly dependent on the time and location of initial particle

elease. Note that due to computational constraints we only conduct one

NS realization. 

As time increases in both models, the total mass in the surface de-

reases because the infinite bed allows particles to reside in the sub-

urface for long durations. The Taylor dispersion timescale, the char-

cteristic time for a solute to fully sample the velocity field, is defined

s 𝜏𝑇 = 𝑎 2 ∕ 𝐷 𝑇 , where a is a characteristic length scale and D T is the

ispersion coefficient. We calculate D T as the vertically averaged sur-

ace dispersion from the 2D model and a as the channel depth H fs ;

𝑇 = 11 . 1 , 24 . 9 in the surface for the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 , 100 cases, respectively.

t times greater than 𝜏T the mass transfer rates across the SWI in the

wo models are consistent, demonstrated by the nearly identical slopes

f percent mass over time ( Fig. 5 ). Thus after a sufficient time, approx-

mately equal to a Taylor timescale, the hyporheic exchange rate in the

NS can be accurately estimated with mean scalar diffusivity and ve-

ocity profiles. 
62 
.3. ddc-CTRW Breakthrough Curve Predictions 

For both the DNS and 2D pdf inputs the predicted BTCs from the ddc-

TRW closely match the DNS BTCs ( Fig. 6 ), especially as distance from

he particle source increases. This convergence is expected because as

ownstream distance increases, particles have more time to sample the

elocity field resulting in motion that closely resembles one governed

y mean velocity and scalar diffusivity profiles. As distance from the

ource increases, single coherent turbulent structures have a reduced

mpact on macro-scale transport because their effects are averaged

ut. 

We compare BTC agreement by calculating the first, second, and

hird, centered temporal moments, representing the mean arrival, the

ariance, and skewness, respectively ( Fig. 7 ). The first temporal moment

s calculated as 𝑀 1 = ∫ ∞
∞ 𝑡𝐶( 𝑡 ) 𝑑𝑡 and the ith centered moment is defined

s 𝑀 𝑖 = ∫ ∞
∞ ( 𝑡 − 𝑀 1 ) 𝑖 𝐶( 𝑡 ) 𝑑𝑡 for i > 1. There is excellent agreement of mo-

ents at far downstream locations and greater deviation near the loca-

ion of initial particle release. Note that BTCs from the ddc-CTRW and

he 2D model are nearly identical (results not shown). This suggests that

t a sufficiently large distance from the solute source, the 2D model and

dc-CTRW both accurately represent the distribution of arrival times

alculated in the DNS. 

A normalized mean squared error (MSE) is calculated between ddc-

TRW BTC predictions and DNS simulations at control plane j as

𝑆𝐸 = 

1 
𝐴 𝐵𝑇𝐶 𝑗 

𝑁 

∑𝑁 

𝑖 =1 ( 𝐶 ( 𝑡 𝑖 ) 𝐷𝑁𝑆 − 𝐶 ( 𝑡 𝑖 ) 𝑑 𝑑 𝑐− 𝐶𝑇𝑅𝑊 

) 2 , where 𝐴 𝐵𝑇𝐶 𝑗 
is the

rea under the BTC at control plane j, N is the number of DNS time

teps and C ( t i ) is the particle concentration at time step i calculated

rom simulated BTCs. The greatest MSE occurs at the first two control

lane locations, 𝑥 = 12 . 6 and 𝑥 = 23 . 1 ( Fig. 8 ). Predicted peak concen-

ration also shows the most significant deviation from the DNS at these

ontrol planes. We find a characteristic length scale L T where sufficient

tatistical sampling will have occurred for an ensemble representation to

old by multiplying the Taylor timescale by a mean velocity. We define

 𝑤 = 𝑢 𝑤 𝐻 

2 
𝑓𝑠 
∕ 𝐾 𝑤 as the distance at which particles have fully sampled

he surface velocity distribution, where 𝑢 𝑤 is the vertically averaged

ean surface velocity and 𝐾 𝑤 is the vertically averaged mean surface

calar diffusivity. In our simulations, 𝐿 𝑤 = 61 , 128 for the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 , 100
ases respectively, corresponding to where the rate of decrease in MSE

ith distance begins to temper. 

In both drag cases, particle concentration near the BTC peak is

pproximately equal between the ddc-CTRW and DNS models at dis-

ances exceeding 𝑥 = 78 , similar to what is expected from the charac-

eristic length L w ( Fig. 6 ). The shape of BTCs near peak concentration

s dominated by surface flow, where as BTC power-law tailing is domi-

ated by particles being retained in the slower moving subsurface. We
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Fig. 6. Measured and predicted breakthrough curves are shown at 12, 42, 143 and 483 dimensionless lengths from the solute source. Inset: BTC peak arrival at 

12 and 23 lengths from the solute source, showing predicted BTCs with the greatest deviation from DNS. The left and right columns correspond to sediment bed 

drag coefficients of 10 and 100, respectively. The first row is a comparison between the ddc-CTRW parameterized from the 2D particle tracking model pdfs with 

DNS simulations. The second row shows predictions from the ddc-CTRW parameterized with DNS pdfs. The third row gives model predictions of a mobile-immobile 

CTRW parameterized with the 2D model pdfs: subsurfac travel distances are neglected. 
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w  
nd an additional Taylor-like length scale over the entire water col-

mn and the portion of the bed penetrated by turbulence ( 𝐻 𝑓𝑠 + 𝐻 𝑠𝑢𝑏 )

s 𝐿 𝑆𝐻 

= 147 , 307 for the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 , 100 cases, respectively. The model

greement for tailing of the ddc-CTRW with the DNS occurs at close

roximity to these estimated length scales. At distances less than these

engths, the ddc-CTRW model overpredicts concentrations in power-law
63 
ails because the particle excursion distributions have not yet converged

o the input pdf parameters. 

.3.1. ddc-CTRW Sensitivity to Subsurface Travel Distances 

To test the sensitivity of model outputs to subsurface travel distances,

e rerun the ddc-CTRW with a mean subsurface velocity. That is, we
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Fig. 7. A comparison of the first, second, and third temporal moments measured in the DNS and a ddc-CTRW parameterized with the 2D model pdfs for two drag 

coefficients. 
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gain parameterize the ddc-CTRW with the surface travel time/distance

df, but now only sample a subsurface travel time with a corresponding

istance calculated as the selected time multiplied by the mean subsur-

ace velocity, u sub . In this parameterization scheme, there is virtually

o difference in predicted BTCs from the mean subsurface ddc-CTRW

ith the ddc-CTRW parameterized with the 2D model pdfs ( Fig. 9 ). In

ur systems this agreement is expected because travel distances are neg-

igible at small subsurface residence times and particle travel velocity

symptotically approaches the mean subsurface velocity with increasing

xcursion time ( Fig. 4 ). The increased range in surface travel distances

t large times makes the analogous argument invalid for the surface

ase, as the finite depth of the channel makes it nearly impossible for

articles to remain in the surface long enough to all approach the same

ean velocity. 

Furthermore, we test a CTRW framework where particles sample the

ame surface and subsurface travel times as the ddc-CTRW, but now par-

icles all travel according to a mean surface and mean subsurface veloc-

ty for the respective domains. The mean surface velocity is the vertically

veraged channel velocity ( ̄�̄� = 

1 
𝐻 𝑓𝑠 

∫
𝐻 𝑓𝑠 

0 �̄� ( 𝑧 ) 𝑑𝑧 ) and the subsurface ve-

ocity is again the Darcy velocity. The dashed lines in Fig. 9 show BTC

redictions with this framework. The BTC peak is the area most affected

y the surface flow. Neglecting surface velocity variations reduces the

ange of possible particle trajectories, which manifests as a narrowing

f BTC peak widths. Enforcing a mean velocity also prevents particles

rom persisting in the fastest velocities of the flow, and so the earliest ar-

ival times are delayed. The turbulent nature of the surface flow suggests

ransverse velocity variations should be considered in a 1D-framework
64 
or accurate representation of BTC peak concentration at the scales of

nterest considered in this study. 

We also predict BTCs with a mobile-immobile CTRW that neglects

ravel distances in the subsurface ( Fig. 6 : bottom row), an assump-

ion consistent with the framework most typically applied to date

oano et al., 2007 . In this model, surface trajectories and subsurface

ravel times are identical to those used in the ddc-CTRW model based

n the DNS simulation, but subsurface particle travel distances are set to

ero so that particles in the subsurface do not advect downstream. This

odel also effectively captures breakthrough of peak concentrations, as

article trajectories with these arrival times are dominated by the sur-

ace flow field. In contrast, late-time tailing is drastically overestimated

ecause mass cannot cross BTC control planes while in the subsurface,

anifesting as late-time breakthrough which otherwise would have oc-

urred in the subsurface ( Roche et al., 2017 ). In the DNS, breakthrough

urves truncate at approximately 𝜒/ u sub , where 𝜒 is the downstream po-

ition and u sub is the Darcy velocity. This truncation is captured when

ubsurface velocity is incorporated into the CTRW framework, as done

n the ddc-CTRW. These results demonstrate that when the ratio of sur-

ace to subsurface velocity is low (i.e. O (10) or less), subsurface veloci-

ies may significantly impact late-time arrival. As both the distance from

he source and the surface to subsurface velocity ratio increase, treating

he subsurface as an immobile zone becomes more reasonable. In the

 𝐷 = 100 case, when the surface to subsurface velocity ratio is O (100),

his mobile-immobile CTRW accurately predicts BTCs at the farthest

istances considered in our simulations. Hence, subsurface advection

hould be accounted for at the lengths scales considered in this study,
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Fig. 8. The normalized mean squared error (MSE) is calculated between 

ddc-CTRW BTC predictions and the DNS at control plane j as 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 
1 

𝐴 𝐵𝑇𝐶 𝑗 
𝑁 

∑𝑁 

𝑖 =1 ( 𝐶 ( 𝑡 𝑖 ) 𝐷𝑁𝑆 − 𝐶 ( 𝑡 𝑖 ) 𝑑 𝑑 𝑐− 𝐶𝑇𝑅𝑊 ) 2 , where 𝐴 𝐵𝑇𝐶 𝑗 
is the area of the BTC at 

control plane j, N is the number of DNS time steps and C ( t i ) is the particle con- 

centration at time step i . The MSE for the ddc-CTRW parameterized with DNS 

pdfs (stars), the ddc-CTRW parameterized with the 2D model pdfs (dots), and 

the mobile-immobile ddc-CTRW (circle) is provided for the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 (green) and 

𝐶 𝐷 = 100 (blue) case. BTC locations correspond to distances 12, 23, 42, 78, 143, 

263 and 483 dimensionless lengths from the solute source, respectively. (For in- 

terpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 

to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. A comparison of predicted BTCs with different ddc-CTRW frameworks. 

Solid lines are predictions from a ddc-CTRW which samples from the complete 

2D C D = 10 joint pdfs in both the surface an subsurface. Dots are predictions from 

a ddc-CTRW that samples from the 2D C D = 10 surface pdf, and travels according 

to a mean velocity in the subsurface; note predictions are nearly identical to the 

full ddc-CTRW framework. Dashed lines are predictions from a ddc-CTRW where 

particles travel according to a mean surface and mean subsurface velocity. 
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Fig. 10. The ddc-CTRW is applied with a constant subsurface velocity. We show 

percent of initial mass that crosses BTC control planes in the surface for different 

ratios of mean surface velocity to subsurface velocity. As this ratio decreases, 

mass lost to the subsurface become significant. 
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hen the surface to subsurface velocity ratio is less than O (100). Addi-

ionally, as the distance from the particle source increases the surface

TC truncation time also increases and therefore considering the sub-

urface as entirely immobile becomes a more reasonable assumption. 

Subsurface travel distances may be neglected as the ratio of surface to

ubsurface velocity increases because surface flow plays an increasing
65 
ole in streamwise transport. We apply our ddc-CTRW to investigate

he effect of subsurface velocity on apparent surface BTC mass loss by

easuring the percent of injected particles that crosses in the surface

t each BTC plane for different ratios of mean surface to subsurface

elocities ( Fig. 10 ). In this analysis, the ddc-CTRW inputs are the 𝐶 𝐷 =
0 surface joint pdf and the 𝐶 𝐷 = 10 travel time pdf with distances found

sing the mean velocity method described previously. When the surface

o subsurface mean velocity ratio exceeds 500, less than 2% of mass

ropagates past BTC control planes in the subsurface at downstream

istances surpassing 1000 non-dimensional lengths. However at a ratio

f 20, 7.5 times as many particles ( ∼15%) cross the BTC control plane

hile in the subsurface at the same distance. Incorporating subsurface

rajectories into a modeling framework becomes increasingly important

s subsurface velocities increase, which increases with bed permeability

nd the hydraulic gradient. A benefit of this proposed ddc-CTRW is that

t generalizes previous frameworks and can easily reduce to a mobile-

mmobile model. 

.4. Computational benefits and limitations 

Upscaled modeling frameworks provide an obvious computational

dvantage over DNS because they do not resolve all scales of turbulent

otion. We compare computational cost by cpu hours, the total time to

omplete a simulation multiplied by the number of cores. In this study,

he DNS run time using 10 5 particles was O (10, 000) cpu hours which

ook weeks to complete using a 64-core (Intel Ivy Bridge) computational

luster. The corresponding 2D simulation run time was O (10) cpu hours

nd the corresponding ddc-CTRW run time was O (0.01) cpu hours. How-

ver, both the 2D model and ddc-CTRW require model input parameters

hich are directly or indirectly calculated from the DNS. Therefore, the

ull reduction in computational cost offered by the ddc-CTRW is only

ruly achieved if input parameters are known a priori to DNS. Note that

he mean DNS velocity and scalar diffusivity profiles converge after O (1,

00) cpu hours. 

This drastic reduction in run time demonstrates the potential benefits

f the ddc-CTRW framework, but estimating input parameters without

elying on higher dimensional particle tracking simulations remains an

pen question. One possible method for parameterizing the subsurface

oint pdf is to estimate subsurface residence time with a truncated power

aw distribution ( Boano et al., 2007 ) and then advect particles with a
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arcy velocity. A paramterization scheme such as a noise-driven mass

alance model ( Aquino et al., 2017 ) may be better suited to estimate the

urface joint pdf because it captures surface velocity fluctuations, which

re important for capturing peak BTC concentration. Paramterizing the

dc-CTRW with these methods remain untested and warrants further

nvestigation. 

Even without a priori knowledge of model input parameters, the ddc-

TRW still offers a significant computational advantage over DNS be-

ause the input travel time/distance joint pdfs can be calculated prior

o completion of a full DNS run. Since the mean DNS velocity and scalar

iffusivity profiles converge after O (1, 000) cpu hours, only a portion

f the DNS needs to be completed to parametrize the 2D model. Given

he 2D model is initialized with a large number of particles, we only

eed to calculate travel time and distance of the first surface and sub-

urface excursion for each particle to estimate the ddc-CTRW input joint

dfs, meaning that again the 2D model does not need to be run until

ompletion. Thus with this methodology, we can still parameterize the

dc-CTRW and accurately predict DNS BTCs at a significantly reduced

omputational cost. 

As with any successful modeling effort, the system under considera-

ion must satisfy the assumptions embedded into the model framework.

he ddc-CTRW assumes that joint pdf input parameters do not change in

ime and space; i.e. stationary, homogeneous turbulence with a constant

hannel geometry and permeability. Our idealized river system satisfies

hese assumptions and therefore produces excellent agreement between

dc-CTRW predictions with DNS BTCs. Given the highly dynamic nature

f real streams and rivers coupled with a changing bed geometry, the

ength and time scales that meet these assumptions must be considered.

owever, parameterizing such dynamical behavior is a limitation that

ll current state of the art effective models suffer from. Despite the ddc-

TRW’s limitations, it carries obvious computational advantages over

urbulence resolving DNS experiments and can help advance the under-

tanding of underlying physical processes controlling transport as they

re inferred from BTCs. Specifically a ddc-CTRW framework helps quan-

ify the length scales at which subsurface advection must be accounted

or and the evolution of solute in the subsurface through space and time.

. Conclusions 

In this study, we find that the surface and subsurface joint travel

ime/distance pdfs provide enough information to accurately portray

yporheic exchange and transport in an idealized open channel system.

e leverage such data in a ddc-CTRW framework and accurately pre-

ict BTCs of the high-fidelity, turbulence-resolving DNS after a sufficient

istance, which is defined as a Taylor-like length scale. The ddc-CTRW

llows mass to advect downstream while in the subsurface, which has

een neglected in most models to date. We find that when the ratio

f surface to subsurface velocity is of ∼O (10), subsurface advection

ust be considered in an upscaled framework to accurately predict BTC

ailing behavior. The ddc-CTRW framework is especially advantageous

ecause it reduces to a mobile-immobile CTRW when streamwise sub-

urface advection is ignored, but by incorporating both subsurface and

urface advection it can characterize quantities such as the percent of

nitial mass in the subsurface at a given location. Such characteriza-

ion can be important in interpretation and design of experiments where

ubsurface mass is undetectable in conventional in-stream BTC measure-

ents. Furthermore, the computational cost of the ddc-CTRW is orders

f magnitude less than that of a DNS and therefore, the ddc-CTRW is a

omputationally efficient model which can aid in the understanding of

yporheic exchange and transport in river systems. 
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